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The development of the industrial and social revolutions today demands an increase in the quality of human resources who appear as intelligent humans and are able to solve problems. This study aims to determine the effect of the STEAM-Robotics approach in science learning on students' ability to solve problems. So it is hoped that STEAM-Robotics can make students find innovative solutions to real problems and convey them well. This study used an experimental research design, pretest-posttest control group design with one type of treatment. Methods of data collection are done using observation and performance tests. This research was conducted on 81 grade VII students with two T-test analyses, namely the pretest and post-test results of the experimental and control groups. The results showed that the STEAM-Robotics approach in science subjects affected students' problem-solving ability.

Abstrak
INTRODUCTION

The training process for Industry 4.0 is a global priority, as the rate of technological advancement is several times faster than the rate of change in the educational system. Many of the jobs taught today will become obsolete in the future, necessitating the development of a new educational model that is responsive to the changing industrial production paradigm. The World Economic Forum (2016) identifies problem-solving as one of the skills necessary for the 21st-century workplace. Critical thinking and problem-solving abilities are prerequisites for confronting complex challenges. STEM-based education develops Human Resources (HR) capable of reasoning and thinking critically, logically, and systematically, preparing them to compete on a global scale and lifting the country's economy (Asmuniv, 2015).

Science or natural science (IPA) is a subfield of a scientific discipline that exemplifies scientific behavior and significantly impacts our ability to solve problems. This is consistent with junior high school science instruction objectives, which include students demonstrating scientific behavior in daily activities, such as being curious, objective, thorough, honest, responsible, diligent, open, critical thinking, innovative, creative, and environmentally conscious. The development of intelligence or intelligence that a person has to use to their advantage in their lives both now and in the future is the primary goal of education in today's 21st century. This necessitates the development of skills that can maximize its potential. According to Murwianto and Sentot (2017), students need to be prepared for the challenges of the 21st century by learning science in a way that improves their ability to think critically. Teachers, particularly those in the sciences, are expected to play an active role in preparing students for the 21st century by studying science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) (Han, Yalvac, Capraro, MM, and Capraro, RM, 2014). Students should not only be able to solve simple problems on their own, but they should also be able to solve more complex ones so that it is not enough to see a problem from a single perspective but rather from a variety of perspectives. The 4Cs, i.e., creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and communication, are incorporated into STEM learning activities to help students develop creative solutions to real-world problems and effectively communicate those solutions to others (Beers, 2011). Students’ ability to solve problems is based on thinking critically. Learning in the 21st century requires students to have the following four skills.

According to the findings of various studies, STEM and robotics education foster problem-solving abilities. Based on their research into the impact of STEM education and robotics learning on students’ performance in exercises, problem-solving, and projects, Barak & Assal (2016) conclude that STEM education benefits greatly from incorporating robotics. Students' interest in STEM subjects increases when they are exposed to robotics education, according to Khanlari's (2013) research on the impact of robotics education on STEM learning and students' attitudes toward STEM. The robotics-based STEAM education program (robot soccer) developed and implemented by Baek & Yoon (2016) aims to develop an integrated STEAM program that considers activities and interests in 6th-grade science subjects to identify their influence on the creativity and interest levels of elementary school students. According to the findings, students' ability to think creatively and their enthusiasm for science increased significantly.

Several studies conducted over the last five years indicate that this study is unique in that it examines the STEAM-Robotics approach in science subjects for class VII and its effect on students' ability to solve problems. The application of STEAM-Robotics through project-based learning with low-cost tools and materials can even make use of repurposed items from the surrounding environment. This project can be completed independently by adopting the theme of a simple robotics project and focusing on adaptation to current pandemic conditions. This is in contrast to previous studies, which employed more expensive electronics-based robot kits. At the secondary level (SMP), the embedded STEM approach may be more feasible (Roberts, 2012). Several studies conducted over the last five years indicate that this study is unique in that it examines the STEAM-Robotics approach in science subjects for class VII and its effect on students' ability to solve
The application of STEAM-Robotics through project-based learning with low-cost tools and materials can even make use of repurposed items from the surrounding environment. This project can be completed independently by adopting the theme of a simple robotics project and focusing on adaptation to current pandemic conditions. This is in contrast to previous studies, which employed more expensive electronics-based robot kits. At the secondary level (SMP), the embedded STEM approach may be more feasible (Roberts, 2012).

STEM education, founded on problem-solving, discovery, and exploratory learning, seeks to refocus the classroom’s attention away from the teacher and the students (Fioriello, 2020). Students learn how to apply the STEAM approach to their school projects through a project-based learning model (PjBL). Sanders (2009) asserts that students require a project-based integrated technology education program to assist them in resolving real-world technology and engineering problems. STEAM is a method that integrates science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics in both the education and learning process centred on solving everyday and professional problems. In the opinion of Baek & Yoon (2016) stated that STEAM education can foster the conversion of thinking and problem solving based on science and technology. With the integration of science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics, the STEAM approach can help students solve problems and capture conclusions from previous learning (Robert & Cantu, 2012; Lou et al., 2017). This result is supported by previous findings by Kim, Ko, Han, and Hong (2014) that STEAM education affects increasing academic achievement, creative problem-solving abilities, and scientific attitudes.

According to Shengquan and Hu Xiang (2015), the integrated core characteristics of STEM education are the following: interdisciplinary, engaging, experiential, situational, collaborative, design, artistic, empirical, and technical enhancement. These characteristics are also reflected in how robots are educated. Robotic education is a vehicle for high-quality education that spans a broad range of disciplines and sits at the nexus of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and the arts. It eliminates divisions between disciplines and places a premium on integrating interdisciplinary content. Robotics classes are designed around students’ interests and cognitive and behavioural rules.

Researchers and educators have used robots to aid in education since the development of robotic technology. They outlined the numerous advantages of incorporating robotics into the classroom. According to Khanlari (2013)'s research, robotics aids students in learning STEM subjects. The results indicated that robotics piqued students’ interest in STEM subjects. This discovery exemplifies the theory of Constructivism and Constructionism in a novel way. This research is critical because several research findings demonstrate the value of project-based learning that integrates multiple disciplines, including robotics, and can help students improve their problem-solving skills. To adapt to current pandemic conditions, the STEAM-Robotics learning process can be conducted online.

**METHOD**

This study used an experimental research design, namely pretest-posttest control group design with one type of treatment. The research was conducted by engineering a condition that was then observed regarding the effects caused by the treatment or engineering. Experimental research used 2 groups that were compared, namely the experimental group with treatment and the control group without treatment. The experimental and control groups have the same or nearly the same (homogeneous) characteristics and properties. The experimental group received treatment in the form of science learning using the STEAM-Robotics approach and then observed the application of this approach. The pretest was given before the treatment for the two groups which was then analyzed to see the initial conditions in both groups. In contrast, the post-test is given after the treatment and at the end of the lesson. The effectiveness of the treatment is indicated by the difference between the results of the post-test in the experimental and control groups.
This research was set in Al Uswah Integrated Islamic First Secondary School Surabaya. And during the implementation of the research from March to May 2021. Meanwhile, the research subjects used were seventh-grade students of SMP-IT Al Uswah Surabaya, with 107 students. The experimental class numbered 52 students, and the control class numbered 55 students. Methods of data collection are done using observation and performance tests. (1) Observation is used to collect data on the independent variable (X1), namely the application of STEAM-Robotics. Observations were made to see how the suitability of the application of STEAM-Robotics with the project-based learning model taking place in the classroom to the learning design that had been made.

In testing the hypothesis, T-test analysis was carried out twice. The first analysis was to analyze the pretest results to measure students' learning motivation and initial ability to solve problems in the comparison group and the experimental group (O1 : O2). If the initial results are the same, then the second t-test is carried out on the post-test data. Still, if the initial results (O1 : O2) are different, the second t-test is carried out on the difference between the pretest-posttest of the two groups (O3 - O1 : O4 - O2). The second analysis is to analyze the post-test results to measure students' motivation and final ability to solve problems in the experimental group and the control group (O3 : O4). If there is no difference between O1 and O2 and there is a difference between O3 and O4 (O3 is greater than O4) or if there is a difference between O1 and O2 there is a difference between O3 - O1 and O4 - O2 (O3 - O1 is greater than O4 - O2) it can be concluded that the STEAM-Robotics approach has a positive effect on motivation and problem-solving ability.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Variable data of the STEAM-Robotics approach was obtained from observations by the observer by filling out the checklist sheet for implementing the STEAM-Robotics approach on a Guttman scale. Then the percentage calculation is carried out to determine whether the classification of learning activities is included in the very good, good, sufficient or less categories. The formula used is the total score obtained divided by the maximum score multiplied by 100 (value = total score obtained / maximum score x 100). Thus obtained a score of 89.2 with a very good category, meaning that the process of implementing the STEAM-Robotics approach has been carried out well according to the project-based learning model procedure. The STEAM-Robotics approach that has been carried out is by natural science material related to potential energy and kinetic energy. Students are shown an example of a STEAM - Robotics project and then explained the implementation of the energy materials contained in the project. The STEAM-Robotics approach is carried out with the following details:
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Students' problem-solving abilities were measured using the results of their pre-and post-tests, which yielded percentage and average values that could be used to determine a student's level of proficiency. As a result, the control class had an average value of 58.875, and the experimental class had 62.1. This graph shows that both the control and experimental groups' total problem-solving abilities fall within the sufficient range. The average difference between the experimental and control groups' scores is 3.23 points. Before an independent t-test can be performed, the average difference cannot be used as a reference for differences in students' problem-solving abilities. Results from the pretest for problem-solving ability showed that the two groups had different starting points. It was then determined that the difference in data between the experimental and control groups was significant enough to warrant the use of a T-test.

Before testing the hypothesis, it is necessary to test the analysis prerequisites, namely the normality test and homogeneity test assisted by the data processing program, namely SPSS version
22 (Statistical Product and Service Solution). The normality test uses the *Shapiro Wilk test* because random data distributions are not more than 50 samples. This test has criteria if the significance value or probability value is less than 0.05, then the distribution is considered abnormal and vice versa. Based on the results of table 3, it can be seen that the normality test with Shapiro-Wilk shows a significant value (Sig) greater than 0.05. So it can be concluded that the data from both groups are normally distributed. The following are the details of the results of the normality test for the difference between the pretest-posttest data on the ability to solve problems:

**Table 1. Normality Test Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBLEM SOLVING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL CLASS</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIMENT CLASS</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * This is a lower bound of the true significance.
  a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

The homogeneity test is generally used as a requirement in the mean difference test, such as the ANOVA test, the Mann Whitney test, and the independent t-test. In the independent t-test, the homogeneity test is not an absolute requirement. Because of the variance between these groups is homogeneous, it will be able to produce accurate measurements in the difference test. In table 4, the homogeneity test results can be seen that the value of Sig. greater than 0.05, it can be concluded that the data on the difference between the pretest-posttest ability to solve problems in the two groups is homogeneous (same).

**Table 2. Homogeneity Test Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>Levene Statistics</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROBLEM SOLVING</td>
<td>Based on Mean</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Based on Median</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Based on Median and with adjusted df</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Based on trimmed mean</td>
<td>.514</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.477</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hypothesis test used is the independent t-test on the difference in the pretest-posttest value of the experimental group and the control group with the *Independent Sample T-Test (Test)* test formula assisted by the SPSS version 22 program. The alternative hypothesis (Ha) is that there is an effect of the STEAM-Robotics approach on science subjects on students' problem-solving abilities, while the null hypothesis (Ho) is that there is no effect of the STEAM-Robotics approach on science subjects on students' problem-solving abilities. Decision making is based on the significance value (2-tailed). If the value of Sig. (2-tailed) is greater than 0.05, then the conclusion is Ho is accepted, Ha is rejected otherwise if the value of Sig. (2-tailed) is less than 0.05, then the conclusion is Ho is rejected, Ha is accepted. The results of the independent t-test can be seen with the following details:
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The test results above show the value of Sig. (2-tailed) of 0.000 on equal variances assumed so that it can be concluded that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted, which means that there is an effect of the STEAM-Robotics approach on science subjects on the ability to solve problems for class VII students at SMP-IT Al Uswah Surabaya. This is by the opinion of Baek & Yoon (2016), which states that STEAM education can foster the conversion of thinking and problem solving based on science and technology. This result is supported by previous findings by Kim, Ko, Han, and Hong (2014) that STEAM education affects increasing academic achievement, creative problem-solving abilities, and scientific attitudes. STEM education is used to address real-world situations through a design-based problem-solving process, as used by engineers or scientists (Williams, 2011). In addition, there is significant evidence from the use of the STEM approach, namely that the level of mastery of science and mathematics can exceed predetermined standards (Amri et al., 2020). Embedded STEM-based science learning can be the beginning to start developing STEM education at SMP N 1 Masaran while still following the national curriculum (2013 curriculum) without restructuring (Firman, 2015).

STEAM is generally conceptualized as a transdisciplinary teaching and learning approach (Guyotte et al., 2015). Transdisciplinary refers to a method in which the problem to be solved comes first, with the discipline emerging naturally from the questions asked. STEAM instruction has been conceptualized as (1) using problem-based learning; (2) using technology; (3) allowing multiple lines of inquiry to solve problems; (4) considering science, technology, engineering, arts/humanities and mathematics and; (5) utilize collaborative problem solving (Herro & Quigley, 2017). STEM education involves students in metacognitive activities. The implementation of STEM education in the classroom allows students to understand the importance of integrating various disciplines and their applications. Students can improve their logical thinking through it all (Anwari et al., 2015).

Project-based learning is a learning model that is applied to implement the STEAM-Robotics approach. Basically, this project-based learning model is a learning model that starts from the existence of a problem and then students are invited to be able to solve the problem. In the problem-solving process, students are invited to think critically so that they can improve their cognitive skills. This robotics project-based approach to STEAM-Robotics has a positive effect on problem-solving skills. This is supported by the results of research by Barak & Assal (2016), which states that robotics in the STEAM approach is useful for developing broad learning skills such as scientific inquiry, engineering design, problem-solving, creative thinking and teamwork. Successful experience includes the ability to resolve conflicts through creative problem-solving approaches and project accomplishments that make them more aware of real-life problems and issues. Therefore, PjBL plays
an important role in exposing students to meaningful learning processes when they complete their projects (Musa, Mufti, Latiff, et al., 2011).

The relationship between the STEAM-Robotics approach and the ability to solve this problem can also be seen from the theory. The theory that underlies the STEAM-Robotics approach is the theory of constructionism. This theory refers to constructivism and emphasizes the hand aspect. Constructionism emphasizes that building real and meaningful objects, finding problems, and solving them are the most efficient ways of learning. The goal of constructionism is to give children good things to do to learn by doing much better than before (Papert, 1980). Students who can make their own robotics projects can provide a stimulus to do new challenging things. Integrated STEM education raises more questions than it currently answers (English, 2016). When students are more trained to do their own projects, it will be easier for them to find solutions to every problem they face. Integrating several disciplines in the STEAM-Robotics approach is often encountered in everyday life. Students can solve new problems and draw conclusions based on previously learned principles applied through science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (Roberts, 2012).

The results of this study are also supported by several previous studies from Anindya & Wusqo’s (2020) research regarding the effect of PjBL-STEAM on students' problem-solving skills, which show that there are differences in the average of the three problem-solving skills indicators with several advantages which include (1) training students in thinking about the steps or stages they will take to solve a problem, (2) creating products that contain elements of science and technology, engineering, art, and mathematics so that learning becomes interesting and fun while stimulating creativity and (3) improving oral and written communication skills. Student writing. In line with that, Ridwan et al. (2018)'s research revealed that STEAM with project-based learning could develop students ' soft skills . One of the soft skills studied is critical thinking which is the cognitive basis needed by students in solving a problem. STEM can mean increasing technical recognition in K-12 education, including the junior high school level (Bybee, 2010). The development of STEM literacy in Indonesia is very much needed, although it is not an easy matter. It takes at least a decade to develop STEM education (Bybee, 2010; Firman, 2015). The " embedded STEM " form is more appropriate at the high school level. This is possible without restructuring the curriculum of junior high schools in Indonesia. This integration incorporates technology, engineering, and mathematics content in STEM-based science learning (Firman, 2015).

Robotics integrated with STEAM helps teachers in teaching science or science learning. This is supported by research by Susilo (2016), who argues that simple robots being used in STEM education are powerful tools that facilitate teaching STEM knowledge. In addition, Robotics also provides an interesting way to turn a boring concept into a fun learning process. Robot kits facilitate the ease with which students can make connections between STEM disciplines. The project-based learning model used in the STEAM-Robotics approach is very helpful for students in understanding the concept of material in the learning objectives. This is in line with Herro & Quigley's (2017) research on STEAM integration which was explored through project-based learning. His research shows that STEAM is an effective first step to change practice because of the importance of collaboration and technology that is directly integrated into the learning process.

CONCLUSION

The STEAM-Robotics approach in science learning positively affects students' ability to solve problems. This is based on the results of the independent t-test analysis. There is a significant difference between the pretest-posttest difference in the control and experimental groups with sig values. of 0.000 (Sig. value < 0.05). The STEAM-Robotics approach is devoted to using a project-based learning model that requires students to produce a product. The teacher monitors and guides students in the project work process. Suppose the STEAM-Robotics approach is to be used in other schools. In that case, it is necessary to analyze the needs of these schools, especially in terms of
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The STEAM-Robotics approach needs to be applied to improve students’ ability to solve problems, especially in science subjects, because the subject matter is by the STEAM-Robotics approach, namely science, technology, engineering, art, mathematics and robotics. Before applying this approach, it is better to conduct a needs analysis to find problems and be able to determine appropriate teaching materials as a solution to solving these problems.
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